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 Abstract 

  Objective:  To provide practical guidelines for the cytopatho-
logic diagnosis of malignant mesothelioma.  Data Sources:  
Cytopathologists with an interest in the field involved in the 
International Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) and the 
International Academy of Cytology (IAC) contributed to this 
update. Reference material includes peer-reviewed publica-
tions and textbooks.  Rationale:  This article is the result of 
discussions during and after the IMIG 2012 conference in 
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Boston, followed by thorough discussions during the 2013 
IAC meeting in Paris. Additional contributions have been ob-
tained from cytopathologists and scientists who could not 
attend these meetings, with final discussions and input dur-
ing the IMIG 2014 conference in Cape Town. 

 © 2015 S. Karger AG, Basel 

 Introduction 

 During the previous International Mesothelioma In-
terest Group (IMIG) biennial meetings thorough discus-
sions have resulted in published guidelines for the patho-
logic diagnosis of malignant mesothelioma (MM). How-
ever, previous recommendations have stated that the 
diagnosis of MM should be based on histological mate-
rial only  [1, 2] . Accumulating evidence now indicates that 
the cytological diagnosis of MM supported by ancillary 
techniques is as reliable as that based on histopathology, 
although the sensitivity with cytology may be somewhat 
lower  [3–5] . Recognizing that noninvasive diagnostic 
modalities benefit both the patient and the health system, 
future recommendations should include cytology as an 
accepted method for the diagnosis of this malignancy  [6, 
7] . This article describes the consensus of opinions of the 
authors on how cytology together with ancillary testing 
can be used to establish a reliable diagnosis of MM. 

  The diagnosis of MM can in the majority of cases be 
based on the evaluation of the effusion  [8] , and diagnostic 
criteria are readily available and illustrated in text books 
 [9–12] . In such cases, the morbidity of the patient is sig-
nificantly decreased since a definitive cytological diagno-
sis negates the need for more invasive diagnostic proce-
dures, and eliminates the necessity for a biopsy, which has 
a higher potential for morbidity and a documented in-
creased risk of tumor seeding  [13, 14] . Definitive treat-
ment can also be immediately initiated, avoiding delay. 
However, when effusion cytology is inconclusive for the 
diagnosis of MM, tissue core biopsy should be performed 
as previously recommended. The two techniques are 
complementary.

  It should be emphasized that the important measure 
here is the reliability of the cytological diagnosis, that is, 
the positive predictive value, which has been shown to be 
equal to that of histopathology for use in both clinical and 
medico-legal contexts. Although a history of exposure to 
asbestos can be significant and reinforces the suspicion 
for MM, it is not mandatory for the diagnosis. Nor can 
the diagnosis of MM rely on the location of the tumor in 
the pleura or peritoneum, or on the gender of the patient. 

  The diagnosis of MM on cytology includes two steps: 
the establishment that the effusion is malignant, and then 
diagnosis of the mesothelial origin of the malignant cells. 
Cytopathology is rightfully recognized as a subspecialty 
of pathology in its own right and the accuracy of the pro-
cedure for the diagnosis of cancer on cytological grounds 
in experienced hands carries the same weight as that of a 
tissue biopsy. Proficiency in cytological diagnosis can be 
achieved through knowledge, training and experience 
obtained by fellowship programs and daily practice. With 
such training in cytopathology, the experienced cytopa-
thologists can often recognize MM based on a routinely 
stained specimen  [4] . The accurate diagnosis should, 
however, always be verified by the use of ancillary tech-
niques. Immunocytochemistry (ICC) or immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) will in most cases be sufficient, while 
other techniques such as molecular biology, electron mi-
croscopy and biomarker analyses may add further sup-
port and even improve sensitivity. Because of the medico-
legal ramifications, and with the availability of many me-
sothelial and adenocarcinoma markers, we strongly 
recommend that all cases should be confirmed with ICC/
IHC. 

  An MM diagnosis can in the majority of cases be 
achieved based on cytomorphology and ancillary testing. 
The main obstacles for the diagnosis are: (i) the low yield 
of the diagnostic cells due to hypocellularity, bleeding or 
inflammation; (ii) a cytopathologist’s lack of experience, 
and (iii) lack of awareness of this diagnostic possibility. A 
low yield of diagnostic cells can be circumvented by con-
centration techniques, such as liquid-based cytology and 
the cell block technique  [15] . 

  Frequently, the diagnosis of MM can be established on 
the first effusion, making a follow-up biopsy redundant, 
particularly in inoperable cases where adjuvant therapy 
can be initiated. However, a negative finding does not ex-
clude this diagnosis. This is especially common when the 
tumor is dominated by a sarcomatoid component, and 
core biopsy is indicated in these cases in line with the pre-
vious guidelines, particularly when surgery is considered, 
because the presence of a sarcomatoid component may 
influence the therapeutic management  [14] . 

  How to Handle the Material 

 The effusion is preferably sent to the laboratory fresh 
if possible with anticoagulants (heparin EDTA or sodium 
citrate) present, but without added fixatives and it should 
be refrigerated at 4   °    C until processing. When longer 
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transportation times are needed, a volume of 50% ethanol 
can be added as preservative. 

  Upon arrival in the laboratory, the fluid should be pro-
cessed without delay. Refrigerated samples should be 
brought to room temperature, particularly when using 
preparation techniques associated with liquid-based cy-
tology. To prepare a cell pellet the material is centrifuged 
at 1,000  g  or more for 10 min. For cytomorphological 
evaluation it is recommended that both air-dried and 
wet-fixed smears or cytospins are prepared to be stained 
with Papanicolaou (Pap), and either Diff-Quick or May-
Grünwald-Giemsa (MGG). Cytospins or cell blocks are 
prepared for ICC or IHC, respectively. When effusions 
are bloody, hemolysis should be attempted prior to slide 
preparation.

  Where electron microscopy is available, an aliquot of 
the cell pellet should be transferred to buffered glutaral-
dehyde without delay. The cells can then be kept at 4   °   C 
for later embedding if the case subsequently requires 
this. A 2- to 5-ml aliquot of the cell-free supernatant can 
be stored at –20   °   C for later biomarker analyses, if these 
are available. Electron microscopy can sometimes also 
be applied to paraffin-embedded tissue, when a fresh 
specimen is not available and the diagnosis of mesothe-
lioma depends solely on the existence of archival mate-
rial  [16] .

  Basic Cytomorphology 

 Serous effusions from patients with MM at any loca-
tion can be divided into three groups:
  • Those cases that are malignant on cytomorphological 

criteria; 
 • Those cases where the cytological material requires 

some form of ancillary testing to establish malignancy; 
 • Those cases that cannot be diagnosed by cytology – 

this category includes cases with minimal cell shed-
ding, typically almost all sarcomatoid and desmoplas-
tic MM, and also those epithelioid MM that do not 

have malignant cytomorphology or diagnostic posi-
tive ancillary tests. 
 In addition to cytomorphology, the first two categories 

generally require ancillary techniques such as ICC or 
IHC, and in rare cases electron microscopy, to confirm 
that the phenotype is of mesothelial origin. The main dif-
ferential diagnosis in this setting is usually between MM 
and metastatic adenocarcinoma. The third category will 
require some form of histological material.

  Cytomorphological Features of Malignancy in 
Effusions 
 The first basic question in evaluating the cytomor-

phology of pleural effusions is whether the cells are ma-
lignant or not. A malignant condition can in many cases 
be diagnosed based on routinely stained cell preparations 
( table 1 ).

  Overtly malignant cells with diagnostic nuclear malig-
nant features may be seen in various anaplastic tumors, 
and in this setting establishing the phenotype may be dif-
ficult. Such cells are less common in MM than in adeno-
carcinoma and other metastatic malignancies. Attempts
to establish a malignant diagnosis should be undertaken 
when the sample contains exceptionally large numbers of 

 Table 1.  Cytomorphological criteria indicating malignancy

The presence of numerous large tissue fragments and balls of 
cells is diagnostic of malignancy in pleural fluid cytology (fig. 1)

The presence of overtly malignant cells, either as single cells or in 
tissue fragments, where the degree of nuclear abnormality is 
diagnostic of a malignant process

 Table 2.  Summary of cytomorphological criteria indicating malig-
nant mesothelioma (see fig. 1–3)

Highly cellular sample, often including large and small tissue 
fragments

Mesothelial cells which are significantly larger than normal me-
sothelial cells either singly or in tissue fragments; each of the 
components of the whole cell is enlarged: cytoplasm, nucleus and 
nucleolus

Papillary tissue fragments forming spheres with a smooth surface 
or berry-like tissue fragments with a scalloped surface, some-
times with clear spaces or ‘windows’ between the cells

Acidophilic extracellular matrix cores, also known as collagen or 
basement membrane cores, within the tissue fragments and an 
extracellular granular acidophilic background indicating large 
amounts of hyaluronan

The presence of macro nucleoli

Protrusions from the cell membrane or blebbing

Prominent degree of cell-within-cell arrangements

Background with multinucleated giant cells and small pyknotic 
eosinophilic or orangeophilic cells

Vacuoles overlapping the nuclei of MGG-stained cells
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mesothelial cells even when the nuclear atypia is less appar-
ent. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and/or ICC 
or IHC will often confirm the presence of malignant cells. 

  Cytomorphological Features Suggesting MM, but 
Requiring Some Form of Ancillary Confirmation 
 The main cytologic findings of MM in effusions have 

been well described in the literature  [8, 17] , and the crite-
ria have recently been reevaluated  [18] . The experienced 
cytopathologist will in many cases recognize the MM ef-
fusion, but the definite diagnosis should be supported by 
ancillary techniques. It is the experience of several labo-
ratories of the authors that the diagnosis is completely 
reliable when this approach is used. 

  At low power, the first indication of MM is often a 
highly cellular slide with numerous tissue fragments ( ta-
ble 2 ). Although pleomorphic, the cells appear monoto-
nous at scanning magnification and there is a lack of a 
second ‘alien’ cell population. It should be remembered 
that some cases are extremely discohesive  [19] , and high 
cellularity should be enough to motivate further ancillary 
tests to diagnose a possible MM. These cellular cases, with 
or without papillary tissue fragments, are sometimes dif-
ficult to distinguish from reactive mesothelial hyperpla-
sia, which in the past has been called ‘mesotheliosis’. On 
the other hand, in less differentiated MM the nuclear 
atypia is evident and the malignancy is diagnosed on nu-
clear criteria of malignancy, while the mesothelial pheno-
type can be less obvious. A suggestive finding that estab-
lishes the mesothelial origin is the occurrence of intercel-
lular clear slits or ‘windows’ between the cells in the tissue 
fragments. Minute tissue fragments can show cell-within-
cell arrangements known previously as ‘cell cannibalism’ 
or cellular clasping and pinching ( fig. 1–3 ).

  Examining the cytoplasmic periphery and the cell 
membrane can also shed light on the mesothelial origin 

of cells. In well-fixed, Pap-stained slides, a brush border 
can often be detected corresponding to the microvilli seen 
on electron microscopy, and there is differential staining 
between the central and peripheral cytoplasm; that is, 
there is endoectoplasmic demarcation or two-tone stain-
ing. However, this finding can be less obvious in liquid-
based cytology preparations. In MGG-stained MM cells 
a diffuse pinkish haze close to the cell border is frequent-
ly noted ( fig. 3 ). This may represent hyaluronan, which is 
attached during its synthesis in the cell membrane and 
therefore not extracted during staining. ‘Blebbing’ is also 
a common finding in MM cells, with rounded cytoplas-
mic protrusions extending from the plasma membrane. 
The MM cytoplasm often contains glycogen deposits, 
which manifest as elongated yellowish vacuoles or depos-
its beneath the cell membrane and are best seen in Pap-
stained slides.

  Background features may also raise the suspicion of 
MM. The MGG stain often shows a red or pink granular 
background, a finding that correlates with high concen-
trations of hyaluronan in the effusion ( fig. 2 ). Pink extra-
cellular material can also be found in pockets between 
cells in papillary tissue fragments in the MGG. This wa-
ter-soluble glycosaminoglycan is extracted and, thus, not 
seen in the Pap-stained material. 

  Another cytoplasmic feature indicative of MM is the 
presence of numerous small lipid-containing vacuoles 
( fig. 3 ). They can be seen in the entire cytoplasm of MGG-
stained, air-dried preparations and, when overlapping 
the nucleus, they appear as ‘punched out holes’. These 
vacuoles represent a degenerative process and increase 
with time if the effusion is kept unfixed  [20, 21] . These 
droplets are extracted by ethanol fixation for the Pap 
stain, but they are easily demonstrated in MGG-stained 
slides.

  Fig. 1.  Effusions with epithelioid mesothe-
lioma. The specimen is often highly cellu-
lar, containing large and small tissue frag-
ments.  a  Pap stain.  b  MGG stain. Scale
bar = 50 μm. 
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  Fig. 2.  Cytomorphology of epithelioid me-
sothelioma cells and tissue fragments in ef-
fusions. The tissue fragments sometimes 
show gaps or windows ( a ,  b ), and occur 
both as spheres with smooth surfaces ( c ,  d ) 
and in berry-like clusters with scalloped 
surfaces ( e ,  f ). The tissue fragments may 
contain acidophilic extracellular matrix 
cores, also known as collagen or basement 
membrane cores ( g ,  h ), which with MGG 
become strongly acidophilic, similar to the 
extracellular granular material that can be 
seen in the background (see also  f  and 
fig. 1), indicating large amounts of hyaluro-
nan.  a ,  c ,  e ,  g  Pap stain.  b ,  d ,  f ,  h  MGG 
stain. Scale bar = 50 μm. 
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  Fig. 3.  Cytomorphology of the epithelioid 
mesothelioma cells in effusions. The MM 
cells often show macro nucleoli ( a ,  b ). 
There is a prominent degree of cell-within-
cell arrangements ( c ,  d ) and the tumor cells 
are sometimes multinucleated ( e ,  f ). Some 
cells may be squamoid with eosinophilic or 
orangeophilic cytoplasm and pyknotic nu-
clei ( g ), while others show rounded protru-
sions or ‘blebbing’ from the cell membrane 
( h ). The tumor cells may develop cytoplas-
mic vacuoles which punch holes in the nu-
cleus in MGG-stained slides ( i ) as well as a 
reddish haze at the periphery of the cells ( j ), 
corresponding to the location of hyaluro-
nan synthesis.  a ,  c ,  e ,  f  Pap stain.  b ,  d ,  f , 
 h–j  MGG stain. Scale bar = 25 μm. 

Erratum
See Erratum on last page of this article.
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  ICC and IHC 

 The main differential diagnoses of MM are adenocar-
cinoma and reactive mesothelial proliferations, so-called 
‘mesotheliosis’, and the diagnosis in the majority of cases 
can be resolved using ICC on cytospins or IHC on cell 
blocks. Ancillary testing must be available in laboratories 
diagnosing MM based on effusions. 

  Mesothelial Phenotype of Tumor Cells 
 It is recommended that a panel of at least four antibod-

ies should be used, two in favor and two against MM. The 
diagnosis should never be based on one single ICC or IHC 
reaction. Numerous antibodies for MM are commercial-
ly available, but most are not entirely specific and may 
show cross reactivity with other tumors, such as ovarian 
carcinomas. 

  The antibodies and epitopes used for cytological sam-
ples are the same as those recommended for formalin-
fixed histological material  [1, 2] . In cell blocks, as well as 
in cytospin preparations, epithelial membrane antigen 
(EMA) with accentuated reactivity at the cell membrane 
is often used to support the diagnosis of MM  [22] . How-
ever, EMA is not a specific mesothelial marker, and the 
typical cell membrane reactivity may also be seen in ad-
enocarcinomas. Other antibodies supporting the diagno-
sis of an MM are calretinin, podoplanin (D2–40), WT1, 
CK5/6 and mesothelin. Calretinin can, however, also be 
expressed in breast carcinomas  [23] , and CK5/6 and me-
sothelin are sometimes also expressed in ovarian and 
pancreatic adenocarcinoma ( fig. 4 ).

  Recommended antibodies for excluding a mesothelial 
origin include CEA, BerEp4 and MOC-31, TTF-1, CD15 
and Sialyl-TN. Among the different anti-CEA antibodies 
available to exclude an MM, the best-performing reagent 
seems to be a monoclonal preparation (No. A0115, 
DAKO)  [24] . Although reactivity to the DAKO monoclo-
nal CEA antibody is rarely, if ever, seen in MM, a propor-
tion of MM will express BerEp4 or MOC-31. Double 
staining with calretinin and BerEp4 will help in most MM 
cases, as the calretinin reactivity will override that of 
BerEp4 ( fig. 4 ,  5 ).

  In summary, to demonstrate the mesothelial origin of 
a tumor cell population, it is recommended that two of 
the above antibodies in favor of MM and two excluding 
the diagnosis be used in a panel: EMA (membranous 
staining pattern) and calretinin, CEA and BerEp4 will 
show typical reactivity for MM (the first two positive and 
the second two negative) in most cases, and will exclude 
adenocarcinomas (the first two negative and the second 

two positive)  [25] . If the results are equivocal, additional 
MM-positive antibodies, such as podoplanin and WT1, 
may be useful provided the adenocarcinoma markers are 
negative. Also, additional MM-negative antibodies, such 
as CD15 and/or B72.3, can be considered. If there is a 
known history of another malignancy such as breast, in-
testinal or lung carcinomas, it is worth including specific 
markers for such malignancies, such as estrogen receptor 
or GATA3, CDX2 and TTF1, respectively.

  MM versus Reactive Mesothelium (‘Mesotheliosis’) 
 It is more difficult to distinguish reactive mesothelial 

cells from malignant ones based on IHC or ICC, and at 
least two antibodies should be used in a panel. Benign 
mesothelial cells are known to contain muscle filaments 
and they express desmin. The mesothelial cell loses this 
reactivity to desmin early during the oncogenic process, 
and the absence of such immunoreactivity is a common-
ly recommended criterion for MM. In the same way, the 
typical cell membrane reactivity to EMA in the mesothe-
lial cell is a strong indicator of malignancy, but the speci-
ficity for MM may vary between different anti-EMA an-
tibodies. Data indicate that the E29 clone (DAKO) has 
superior performance in distinguishing malignant from 
reactive mesothelial cells  [26] . This is even better seen 
when performed as a double stain for desmin together 
with EMA ( fig. 5 ). A similar use has also been described 
with antibodies against CD146, Imp3 and Glut-1  [27–29] . 
Furthermore, a general accumulation of p53 in cell tumor 
nuclei can in some cases be used as further supporting 
evidence of malignancy  [30] .

  Peritoneal and Pericardial MM 
 Since the majority of MM occurs in the pleural cavity, 

most diagnostic methods have been validated on pleural 
effusions. MM may also arise in the other serous cavities, 
where they can show a different clinical spectrum indicat-
ing biological differences. Peritoneal MM generally af-
fects younger patients and has a comparable incidence 
among women and men. A particular papillary neoplasm 
with superficial spread and bland cytology is designated 

  Fig. 4.  Immunohistochemical and immunocytochemical reactivi-
ties of MM cells as seen in cell blocks (1st and 3rd column) and 
cytospin preparations (2nd and 4th column). EMA and D2–40 
positivity is accentuated at the cell membrane, while specific WT1 
reactivity is nuclear. The effusion with MM cells often also con-
tains scattered benign mesothelial cells that contain desmin reac-
tivity. Scale bar = 50 μm.                                     

(For figure see next page.)
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‘well-differentiated papillary mesothelioma’  [31]  and 
usually occurs in the peritoneal cavity of women as mul-
tifocal lesions  [32] . 

  The challenging differential diagnosis in the peritone-
um is between MM and ovarian or peritoneal serous car-
cinoma  [33] . These tumors have a common histogenesis, 
may be difficult to differentiate morphologically and co-
express many of the diagnostic markers discussed in the 
previous section. However, the serous carcinomas of ova-
ry, uterus and peritoneal origin stain positive for BerEp4, 
PAX8, B72.3, BG8, CA 19-9, Leu-M1 (CD15), MUC4 and 
estrogen receptor, all of which are rarely or never ex-
pressed in MM  [20, 33, 34]  ( fig. 6 ).

  Pericardial MM are less common. The diagnosis is 
based on the same criteria as pleural and peritoneal MM, 
but pericardial fluids are often associated with inflamma-
tory conditions, and here the challenge is to distinguish 
the MM from mesothelial reactive changes. Malignancy 
must in these cases be established and verified with cau-
tion, using ICC, IHC and possibly other techniques, such 
as analysis of ploidy by FISH (see below). 

  Optional Ancillary Techniques 

 The diagnostic sensitivity of MM in effusions can be 
improved further by the use of other ancillary techniques, 
such as molecular biology, electron microscopy and 

chemical analyses of soluble biomarkers in the effusion 
supernatant. Equipment for electron microscopy is not 
generally available, while other techniques such as ELISA 
and FISH are more widely available.

  Analysis of Soluble Biomarkers 
 Tumor-specific markers can be demonstrated by ICC 

or IHC in the tumor cell, and are also found in the effu-
sion supernatant, either as secretory products or as a re-
sult of tumor cell decay. These tests can be run in parallel 
with the morphologic evaluations on all effusions with 
malignancy of unknown origin, those suspicious for ma-
lignancy and those with plentiful mesothelial cells.

  The two best-established biomarkers are hyaluronan 
and mesothelin  [35–40] . Additional possible MM bio-
markers have been reported in the recent literature  [41–
43] , and are awaiting further evaluation and validation for 
clinical practice. Hyaluronan is a glycosaminoglycan often 
secreted in large amounts into MM effusions: a concentra-
tion exceeding 250 g/l is only seen in MM effusions  [40, 
44]  and appears to be specific for this diagnosis, but such 
high levels are only obtained in 50–60% of MM effusions. 

  The mesothelin family of proteins is one of the most 
investigated soluble biomarkers to aid MM diagnosis, 
both in sera and effusions. The protein is cleaved into a 
C-terminal  ∼ 40-kDa protein, which is commonly re-
ferred to as ‘mesothelin’ or C-ERC/mesothelin, while the 
solubilized, N-terminal, 30-kDa part is referred to as 

a b

c d

  Fig. 5.  The use of double staining. Cytospin 
preparations double stained for BerEp4 
(brown) and calretinin (red;  a ,  c ) and des-
min (brown) and EMA (red;  b ,  d ) are use-
ful to distinguish MM from both adenocar-
cinomas and reactive mesothelial cell pro-
liferations. In MM samples the tumor cells 
show dominant reactivity to calretinin and 
EMA ( a ,  b ), while reactive benign meso-
thelial cells react to calretinin and desmin 
( c ,  d ). Scale bar = 100 μm.                     
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  Fig. 6.  Diagnostic markers used in the differential diagnosis be-
tween DMPM and serous carcinoma. A large number of tumor 
cells is seen in Pap-stained slides and a HE-stained section from a 
cell block from a DMPM effusion. DMPM expresses EMA, cal-

retinin and CK5/6 and, unlike reactive mesothelial cells, it only has 
focal desmin expression. Ber-EP4 and MOC-31 stain only a few 
cells, whereas the B72.3 stain is negative. Scale bar = 50 μm.                                     
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‘megakaryocyte potentiating factor’ or N-ERC/mesothe-
lin. Both these fragments can be analyzed in the effusion 
supernatant, and high levels indicate malignancy with 
sensitivity similar to that of hyaluronan. 

  The analysis of hyaluronan and mesothelin can be 
performed in two steps, with the second analysis only 
performed when the first marker shows moderately ele-
vated values. The high specificity of hyaluronan for MM 
makes this glycosaminoglycan the best choice for the first 
analysis. Concentrations exceeding 250 mg/l indicate an 
MM, while samples with 60–249 mg/l can be analyzed for 
their concentration of mesothelin. A value exceeding 20 
n M  (0.8 mg/l) of C-ERK/mesothelin or 50 n M  (1.5 mg/l) 
of N-ERK/mesothelin likewise will indicate the MM di-
agnosis, although this marker can be produced by carci-
nomas, particularly ovarian and pancreatic carcinomas, 
and is therefore not entirely specific. Intermediate values 
can be applied to a logistic interpretation model to sup-
port the diagnosis of MM in additional cases  [40] . The 
levels of hyaluronan and mesothelin correlate and tend 
to identify the same cases, but this is not absolute, and the 
combined use in a logistic battery will improve the sen-
sitivity.

  Electron Microscopy 
 When available, electron microscopy can be of help 

when ICC and IHC are not entirely conclusive or when 
the biomarkers indicate an MM in spite of inconclusive 
cytomorphology. Effusions are well suited for electron 
microscopy, provided a portion of the cell pellet is prop-
erly fixed early in the process. This requires that an ali-
quot of the first fresh cell pellet is fixed in glutaraldehyde 
without delay. The ultrastructural analysis can then be 
performed on demand. 

  The ultrastructure of MM cells is well known, and elec-
tron microscopy is considered the gold standard for the 
diagnosis of MM ( fig. 7 ). The finding of apical cell mem-
branes with microvilli at basolateral surfaces, forming 
‘extracellular neolumina’, and/or forming an intracellular 
vesicle or ‘intracellular neolumina’ is pathognomonic for 
a malignant cell ( fig. 7 c, d). To be certain that the group 
of cells represent a tissue fragment of the tumor and not 
just an aggregate of cells, desmosomes should be present 
between the cells ( fig. 7 d), and the reliable diagnosis of 
MM is best based on cell tissue fragments and not on an 
entirely dissociated cell population.

  Apart from criteria seen in cytomorphology including 
nuclear pleomorphism and atypical nucleoli, the nuclear 
morphology of the MM cell in electron microscopy is of-
ten highly irregular in a way never seen in the light mi-

croscope ( fig. 7 a). The characteristic feature of the MM 
cell is the presence of long slender microvilli without any 
core rootlets and glycocalyx formation on the surface 
( fig.  7 d). These microvilli are distinctly different from 
those seen in adenocarcinoma, in which the cell villi are 
coarser with a stiffer rod-like appearance and often with 
a distinct glycocalyx. Although not as abundant, long 
slender microvilli may also appear on reactive mesothe-
lial cells, and it is important that the malignant nature of 
these cells is established by the presence of extra- and in-
tracellular neolumina. Also, the MM cell often contains 
glycogen deposits, and microtubules are often present as 
a ‘scarf’ around the nucleus ( fig. 7 e, f).

  Electron microscopy, when all criteria are demonstrat-
ed, clearly distinguishes MM from adenocarcinomas, but 
a conclusive MM diagnosis can only be expected in some 
50% of the cases; the main limiting factors are the need 
for well-preserved cellular material and the presence of 
papillary and other tissue fragments. However, the analy-
sis is useful, particularly when ICC and IHC fail to con-
firm the diagnosis and molecular testing is not available, 
and it may also be helpful in diagnosing unusual rare vari-
ants such as small-cell, deciduoid and clear-cell variants. 

  Molecular Biology 
 A malignant condition can also be demonstrated by the 

presence of an aneuploid cell population. This can be per-
formed by FISH analysis, and the use of 4 target sequenc-
es, such as in the Abbot UroVysion ®  kit, are sufficient in 
most cases  [45] . Three probes of this kit label centromeric 
sequences on chromosomes 3, 7 and 17, thus showing 
gains or losses of the chromosome, while the fourth probe 
labels the 9p21 band containing the p16INK gene. Finding 
a homozygous deletion of the 9p21 band is virtually al-
ways associated with malignancy and is particularly com-
mon in certain malignancies, among them MM, while it 
occurs much less in carcinomas metastatic to the serous 
cavities ( fig. 8 ). The deletion will therefore support the di-
agnosis of an MM, although it is not patho gnomonic.

  A second criterion for malignancy – that of cells with 
gains in at least two of the probed centromeric sequenc-
es – must be interpreted with care, and caution is advised 
when interpreting tri- or tetraploid signals from benign 
cells in the S or G2 phase. Demonstration of telomerase 
activity is a promising general marker of malignancy, and 
has been shown to assist the diagnosis of MM in cases not 
resolved by morphology, ICC/IHC or hyaluronan analy-
sis  [46] . The best results so far have been achieved using 
the in situ TRAP assay  [47] , but this has not yet been es-
tablished in routine practice. 
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  Summary of Differential Diagnoses 

 The two main differential diagnoses of MM are adeno-
carcinoma and benign, reactive mesothelial cells. The dis-
tinction of MM from metastatic carcinoma is in most cas-
es made with the help of ICC or IHC. Metastatic adeno-

carcinomas react with BerEp4, B72.3, CEA and/or CD15. 
MMs are positive to calretinin (stronger than to BerEp4), 
podoplanin (D2–40), mesothelin, EMA accentuated on 
the cell membrane and WT1, although the last three are 
also common in ovarian carcinomas. Antibodies indicat-
ing a specific primary site greatly assist the diagnosis of 
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  Fig. 7.  Electron microscopy of MM in effu-
sions. The nuclear pleomorphism is nor-
mally more extensive than seen in cyto-
morphology ( a ,  b ). Typically, the apical 
surface of MM cells is covered by long, 
slender microvilli, completely devoid of 
any glycocalyx, and malignancy is revealed 
by the finding of neolumina, i.e. apical cell 
membranes with microvilli as either a cyto-
plasmic vacuole ( c ) or in-between cells 
with connecting desmosomes, replacing 
the basolateral membrane ( d ). Cytoplas-
mic filaments are often seen surrounding 
the nucleus as a ‘scarf’ ( e ), sometimes 
forming coarser tonofibril structures ( f ; see 
also fig. 3g).                          
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metastatic carcinomas and include TTF-1 in most lung 
adenocarcinomas, PAX-8 in ovarian and renal carcino-
mas, CDX2 in colorectal carcinoma and estrogen recep-
tor and GATA3 in breast carcinoma.

  An often more challenging task is to differentiate be-
tween reactive, benign mesothelial cells and MM. ICC 
and IHC are often helpful. The most often recommended 
epitope is desmin, which is lost early during the malig-
nant transformation of mesothelial cells, but some reac-
tivity may remain in the malignant cell population and 
the effusion may be a mixture of malignant and benign 
mesothelial cells. Reactivity to EMA in most cases over-
rides the weaker reactivity to desmin in the malignant 
cells, and the use of desmin/EMA double stains is recom-
mended. In some cases there is also a general reactivity to 
p53, indicating a malignant condition. The use of ploidy 
analysis by UroVysion ®  FISH will in most cases indicate 
malignancy  [48] .

  As with pleural MM, the overwhelming majority of 
peritoneal MM is epithelioid  [34] , and the main differen-
tial diagnosis for MM in ascitic fluids is gastrointestinal 
cancer of pancreatic, gastric or primarily colonic colorec-
tal origin or, in women, primary peritoneal, tubal or ovar-
ian carcinoma, mainly of the serous type. 

  For further test panels applicable in ICC and IHC for 
particular differential diagnostic challenges, see the Ap-
pendix section of  Serous Effusions , edited by Davidson et 
al.  [11] .

  Medico-Legal Aspects 

 Medico-legal implications constitute a significant pre-
analytical consideration when contemplating the cyto-
logical diagnosis of MM. The connection between the le-

thal malignancy of MM and its deadly etiological agent 
asbestos, whose source is usually easily traceable, resulted 
in a worldwide wave of litigation, which is far from sub-
siding. The litigation process requires an unequivocal di-
agnosis based on a variety of specimens, and raises a num-
ber of issues for the pathologist who first considers the 
diagnosis of MM. All cytopathological diagnoses may be 
scrutinized by expert witnesses, debated by numerous at-
torneys and end up in a court of law, but this is particu-
larly so with MM. The diagnosis of MM must be made 
based on solid grounds, including cytomorphology and 
ancillary techniques such as ICC and IHC, and in most 
countries a definitive diagnosis of MM on this basis is 
currently accepted in everyday medical practice and in 
courts of law with or without a concurrent histopatho-
logical diagnosis.

  The long latency period ensures that MM is far from 
disappearing. Despite severe regulation and banning of 
the mining and use of asbestos in the USA, Australia, 
South Africa and Europe, it is expected that the incidence 
of MM will continue to increase for some time in these 
countries and also in newly industrialized, less regulated 
societies throughout the world, where mining and vari-
ous industrial applications of asbestos occur. Litigation, 
therefore, will be a fact of life as long as patients and their 
lawyers succeed in linking MM to asbestos exposure in 
court cases.

  Conclusions 

 Although the sensitivity of cytology for the diagnosis 
of mesothelioma may vary with the experience of cytopa-
thologists, its accuracy is unquestioned when following 
these guidelines. MM can thus be specifically diagnosed 

a b

  Fig. 8.  FISH analysis of ploidy. The   Abbot 
UroVysion ®  kit labels centromeric se-
quences on chromosomes 3 (red), 7 (green) 
and 17 (blue), showing gains or losses of 
the chromosome, while the fourth probe 
(yellow) labels the 9p21 band, containing 
the p16INK gene. The benign cell ( a ) shows 
two signals for each probe while the MM 
cells often present with homozygous dele-
tion of the 9p21 band ( b ).                               
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with a positive predictive value of 100% based on the ex-
amination of an effusion, using cytology with appropriate 
ancillary techniques  [5] . The diagnosis can in this way be 
obtained earlier and with less invasive techniques. In ad-
dition, a positive pleural cytology is a reliable indicator of 
visceral pleural invasion  [49] .

  There is agreement regarding: (1) the means to distin-
guish benign reactive mesothelial proliferations from 
MM; (2) the key cytologic features of pleural and perito-
neal MM cells in effusions; (3) the use of ancillary tech-
niques in the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of MM, 
and (4) the use, where necessary, of electron microscopy 
on effusion cell pellets. 

  The accurate diagnosis can in the majority of cases be 
obtained earlier, making further invasive diagnostic mea-
sures unnecessary, but it is recognized that sarcomatoid 
or ‘nonepithelioid’ MM are not detected in this way, and 
MM in effusions with a heavy admixture of blood and in-
flammatory cells pose diagnostic difficulties. These guide-
lines are meant to be a practical reference for the patholo-
gist trained in cytopathology, and for the physician man-
aging patients with possible MM.

  General Recommendations 

 The cytological diagnosis of MM in effusions should 
fulfil one of the following criteria:
  • Indisputable malignant cells on cytomorphological 

criteria which demonstrate a mesothelial phenotype, 
which should be verified by ancillary techniques; 

 • Cytomorphological features which are not unequivo-
cally malignant, but ancillary techniques confirm ma-
lignancy and a mesothelial phenotype. 
 When evaluated in clinical practice, these two options 

can make the specific diagnosis of MM with a high degree 
of sensitivity and accuracy  [5] , while noting that the diag-
nosis of sarcomatoid MM can rarely be established by ef-
fusion cytology.
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Erratum

In the article by Hjerpe et al., entitled ‘Guidelines for the cytopathologic diagnosis of epi-
thelioid and mixed-type malignant mesothelioma. Complementary statement from the 
International Mesothelioma Interest Group, also endorsed by the International Academy 
of Cytology and the Papanicolaou Society of Cytopathology’ [Acta Cytologica 2015;59:
2–16, DOI: 10.1159/000377697], Pap stain applies for panels a, c, e, g and not a, c, e, f as 
stated in the legend to figure 3.




